
Noble Husband At the Door Chapter 1 
 

 “Youthful Master, you need to head home with us. The Hannigan family members needs 

you to command the basic circumstance.” 

” Your dad is critically unwell and your brother remains in jail. You‟re the just one that can 

support the Hannigan family.” 

” Your grandmother claimed that we have to bring you back with us.” 

In Cloud City‟s Olive Road, Samuel Hannigan– who held a present box and was worn clothes 

bought from a roadside stall– had a detached expression. 

” I‟ve never been one to wheedle with flowery speech ever since I was a child. I can never 

ever win her over. 

My big brother was adored substantially, as well as my granny kicked me out of the 

Hannigan household due to the fact that she hesitated that I would certainly take my 

brother‟s setting as heir. 

” I have actually been coping with the Sue family for three years as well as experienced a lot 

embarrassment. 

When has the Hannigan household ever shown me care? She was the one who forced me to 

leave the household, and also currently she claims she desires me to go back? What does 

she take me for? A pet dog? 

” All I want is to be laid off so I can be a spineless coward in peace. Y‟ all motherf * ckers 

must quit bothering me.” 

Samuel took huge strides and left, leaving the team of individuals exchanging glances at 

each other. 

When Samuel was in down and also out like a canine 3 years earlier, it was Grandfather Sue 

that personally set up the interaction. 

The hubbub was due to the fact that Yvonne Sue married an unidentified piece of garbage, 

consequently inviting ridicule from the entire Cloud City. 

Samuel‟s true identity was known only by Grandpa Sue, however he died as a result of 

disease two months after the wedding celebration. 

From after that onward, nobody else recognized of Samuel‟s identification as well as he 

went on to embrace the identification of a „worthless son-in-law‟. 

Throughout the past 3 years, Samuel had been ridiculed and also treated coldly, however if 

it was contrasted to being tossed out of the Hannigan family, the last circumstance was 



much more ruthless. 

He approved it and also had actually ended up being used to all the back-biting. 

It was Granny Sue‟s birthday that day, as well as Samuel had actually chosen a grant much 

treatment. The value of the gift was not much and it would definitely be laughed at, 

however there were no 2 means about it. That was all he could afford. 

As for the incident that took place earlier, Samuel really felt calm, almost to the point where 

he intended to laugh. 

His bro had a way with words, and despite having the ability to please his grandma, he was 

conceited, prideful, and had a profligate personal life. Accidents were bound to happen 

eventually. 

Probably God was trying to ruin the Hannigan household. 

„ What does it concern me? I‟m nothing more than the Sue family‟s scoffed son-in-law that 

deals with his partner‟s family members.‟ 

Back at the Sue rental property, a stunning figure stood restlessly at the door. 

Yvonne was a really lovely female and also was Samuel‟s small better half. It was exactly 

because of her prominence that her wedding celebration came to be the topic of taunting 

three years ago. 

Samuel trotted over rapidly to Yvonne as well as stated, “Yvonne, that are you waiting on?” 

Yvonne glanced at Samuel with filled with enmity as well as stated, “Have you prepared 

Grandma‟s existing?” 

Samuel raised the gift box in his hand as well as said, “I have. I place in a great deal of 

believed before getting it.” 

Yvonne did not also look at it. Three years back, she had no concept just how or why her 

grandpa shed his mind. The old man firmly insisted that she marry Samuel and permitted 

Samuel ahead in to deal with their family members. 

What puzzled Yvonne even more was that her grandfather held her hand prior to he died 

and cautioned her not to turn nose up at Samuel. 

For 3 years, Yvonne might not understand why that piece of trash deserved her 

grandfather‟s special consideration. She would have intended to divorce Samuel if it were 

not for the Sue family members‟s online reputation. 

” Do not simply shoot your mouth off later on. All our loved ones will be right here today as 

well as you‟ll inevitably be poked fun at. Bear with it. I don‟t want to endure any kind of 

humiliation because of you,” Yvonne reminded him. 

Samuel smiled as well as responded. He appeared rather nonchalant. 

Yvonne wished she might simply eliminate him after seeing his expression. He had no 

background, though he want some real capacity. In the three years that he stayed in your 

house, he did nothing except sweep the flooring, did laundry, and also cook. 



Samuel was not unhappy with Yvonne‟s attitude due to the fact that the two of them got 

wed without a psychological connection. It was very unfair for Yvonne to get married to a 

piece of trash, so he completely recognized exactly how Yvonne felt. 

Both of them walked right into the living room and nearly all of the Sue household‟s loved 

ones were there. It was a really lively scene. 

” Yvonne, you‟re below.” 

” It‟s granny‟s birthday today. Why are you so late?” 

” You really did not go and also prepare any surprises for Granny, did you?” 

Those loved ones greeted Yvonne warmly and totally ignored Samuel‟s presence. 

Samuel was accustomed to being in the background so he did incline at all. It was much 

better to be disregarded to ensure that nobody would take him for a joke. 

However, there were constantly people who were disappointed with him. Yvonne‟s older 

cousin bro, Harvey, would make points hard for Samuel each time they satisfied and also 

reduced Samuel to insignificance. Harvey single-handedly spread word throughout Cloud 

City concerning Samuel‟s condition as an ineffective son-in-law as well as often said 

undesirable features of Samuel. 

” Samuel, what are you holding in your hands? It‟s not a present for Grandma, is it?” Harvey 

smirked at Samuel. The thing seemed rather big and also was covered in present paper. One 

can inform that it was something inexpensive with simply a glance. 

” Yes,” Samuel confessed freely. 

Harvey sneered and also stated, “What is this? You didn‟t buy it from a roadside stall, did 

you?” 

Samuel trembled his head as well as addressed, “I bought it from a gift store.” 

Although his words were sincere, it attracted a holler of laughter. Yvonne‟s face froze as well 

as she did not expect Samuel to humiliate her after barely arriving at your house. 

Yvonne generally kept quiet in such situations. She treated herself as well as Samuel as two 

different families. She did not care exactly how awkward Samuel was as long as the subjects 

were not moved to her. 

” Did you come here simply to be amusing? Grandmother is commemorating her eightieth 

birthday today. Really did not you prepare your gifts much more very carefully?” Harvey 

strolled to the coffee table in the living-room, which was loaded with all kinds of expensive 

gifts. At a look, whatever looked really important. Samuel‟s present box was virtually on 

contrary ends of the spectrum compared to the various other presents. 

Do you recognize exactly how much this cake of tea is? Eight hundred as well as eighty 

thousand bucks,” Harvey remarked proudly. 

” Haha, that‟s great.” Samuel glanced at Yvonne. Yvonne had earlier warned him not to talk, 

so he saw to it to maintain his words sparse. 



Harvey plainly wanted to use his gift to reveal superiority before Samuel, and also 

proceeded, “The dregs from this cake of tea are much more costly than your present. Don‟t 

you think so, you ineffective good-for-nothing?” 

Samuel grinned without talking. The whole living-room was filled with sneers. 

Although Yvonne comprised her mind not to join Samuel‟s events, the bottom-line was that 

Samuel stayed her partner and they were lawfully wed. Even if she had never ever let Samuel 

touch her in the past three years and they were not actually husband and wife, she had a 

credibility to maintain although Samuel embarrassed her before many family members. 

No matter of exactly how expensive the gift is, it‟s none of our concern. You don‟t need to 

show off,” Yvonne stated with a miserable expression. 

Samuel considered Yvonne in shock. It was the first time in three years that Yvonne talked 

on his part. 

Yvonne, you‟re mistaken. I‟m merely of the point of view that he does not value Grandma‟s 

birthday celebration. Harvey sneered. 

” You …” Yvonne‟s face reddened. Her setting in the Sue family members was the most 

affordable and also she had the most awful living conditions. Getting a present that 

deserved numerous thousands was not something she might do on an impulse. 

Back then, Samuel stood up all of a sudden, strolled to Harvey, after that smelled the Pu‟er. 

This is Grandmother‟s gift. Harvey asked madly. 

Samuel frowned and stated, “The older the Pu‟er is, the much more aromatic it will certainly 

be. It‟s likewise consequently that aged Pu‟er brings a more costly cost on the market. As a 

result of that, several suppliers use this aspect of age to deliberately raise the rate. 

” Pu‟er is additionally split into raw tea and also mature tea. The tea in your hand is mostly 

green and dark environment-friendly, so it can be categorized as raw tea. The preference of 

raw tea can never be contrasted to ripened tea, but freshly-made raw tea has tea caffeine, 

which is damaging to the human tummy and also can trigger incredible irritability. An 

extended period of aging is called for, and the longer the aging period, the reduced the 

web content of the caffeine. 

” But with the cake of tea in your hand, the aging duration is far from sufficient since it is 

aged unnaturally. It‟ll only create damage to the body if you drink it.” 

” I may be a good-for-nothing, however with your fake goods, you could potentially 

endanger Grandmother‟s health. Does not that make you also worse than me?” 

Samuel spoke loudly as well as aimed at Harvey. The whole Sue family rental property came 

to be quiet! 



 


